
These trainers are designed to kick ass (we’re not kidding).

You don’t have to be a black belt to give these bad boys a good 
workout. Inspired by taekwondo, these low-profile, slip-on trainers 
have a pivot point outsole and quilted forefoot design for stabile and 
fluid ninja-like movements.

The synthetic leather upper is lightweight and built to withstand a good 
front snap kick, or even a night out with your mates.

A die-cut EVA sockliner provides lightweight comfort, while the rubber 
outsole give you maximum grip and durability.

Colour: running white/metallic silver/black



This fleece kinda makes treadmills obsolete.

Don’t settle for an indoor run when it starts to get chilly. Put on the 
adidas Response DS 1/2 Zip Fleece, and get yourself outside.

This sleek and stylish pull-over keeps you dry and warm in cold 
weather conditions, thanks to adidas CLIMAWARM™ technology. 

CLIMAWARM uses densely woven synthetic fibers to trap warm air 
close to the skin.

The fibers are dense enough to trap air, yet spaced far enough apart 
to easily allow heat-sapping sweat to escape through evaporation.

Stay snug and dry on your next outdoor run. And forget the treadmill.

Colour: tech onix/tech onix



Old skool ‘70s basketball style. Afro not included.

Fusing the best of three classic basketball styles, these adidas 
Originals Court Star shoes step out with a new earth-friendly design.

A smooth leather upper rides atop a vulc-look cupsole. Hemp laces tie 
the look all together.

The grippy soles and padding around the ankles make this a great 
shoe for skateboarding, or just chilling with your friends.

Colour: white/gum/dark royal



Inject a lethal dose of speed into your game.

They can’t stop what they can’t catch. The LZ TRX Predator weighs 
only 225 grams, enabling a lightning fast first step that will help you 
leave defenders in the dust.

Featuring the deadliest toolset ever fitted to a boot, Predator boasts 5 
zones of technology for perfect ball-control on firm ground.

A newly developed super-soft hybrid upper provides the benefits of 
leather and synthetic in one material.

The TRAXION®2.0 outsole gives you maximum grip and acceleration 
in all directions, allowing you to do damage in every area of the pitch.



Get high style in a low profile trainer.

Perfect for a day at the beach or a night on the town, these fresh 
and slim adidas NEO Slimsoll trainers update the classic canvas 
version with a sleeker silhouette and a leather upper.

Pair them with your favourite shorts and a bright polo top to make 
the ultimate preppy style statement this summer.

Colour: running white/running white/black



Running in a cotton tee is so last millennium.

Once upon a time, running in a sweat-soaked cotton tee was the only 
option. Not anymore.

The adidas RESPONSE short sleeve Tee is perfect for weekend jogs, 
10k's, or even (gasp) a marathon.

Made from a technical fabric called adidas CLIMALITE®, the 
RESPONSE short sleeve tee moves heat and sweat away from the 
body, to keep you cool and dry when pushing for your personal best 
time.

For a coordinated look, pair this tee with RESPONSE DS Baggy 
Shorts.

Made from double knit 100% Polyester

Colour: bright blue/infrared



Great for running, walking, or even standing still.

The adidas RESPONSE DS Baggy Short offers more coverage than 
typical running "short" shorts, without sacrificing the great fit and 
excellent freedom of movement every serious runner demands.

They’re versatile enough to look good at the gym, on the beach, or at 
the finish line of a 5k race.

Made from adidas CLIMALITE® fabric, these shorts move heat and 
sweat away from the body to keep you cool and dry in warm 
conditions.

A 7” inseam offers the perfect balance of coverage and comfort.

Colour: tech onix/infrared



Dad won’t like ‘em. But you’re probably okay with that.

When choosing the right skate shoe, the only person you have to 
please is you.

An update on the classic G4, the new G5 from DuFFS features a 
super-light expanded EVA midsole, perforated upper for enhanced 
breathability, classic strombolie “pimple pattern” grip, and two sets of 
contrasting laces.

Just lace ‘em up, grab your board, and do your thing.

Colour: grey/green



They're like chauffeur-driven limos for your feet.

Give yourself the VIP treatment with the Nike Air Max 90, the all-time 
classic trainer with a window in the heel.

Offering striking color combinations, lightweight performance and a 
cushioned ride, the Air Max 90 lets you take classic style to the streets 
without sacrificing performance.

The leather overlay provides support and durability, while mesh in the 
upper and ankle area enhance ventilation and breathability.

For extra style points, a visible MaxAir unit in the heel provides 
cushioning and impact protection.



These are some bad mother chukkan shoes.

Not quite a boot, not quite a trainer, the Nike Wardour Chukka will 
make a funky style statement wherever you go.

This ankle-high shoe features a four eyelet suede lace up upper and a 
slim toebox. A vulcanized and cured rubber midsole and padded 
ankles make this a great skate shoe. Stitched accents around the 
sides complete the distinctive look.

Go on. Be a bad mother chukker.



Ruin a goalkeeper’s day.

Score more with the Nike T90 Laser IV SG Pro.

This class boot features a lightweight synthetic leather upper for 
optimal control in all conditions. An adaptive swerve shot shield and 
side lacing system offer you better ball striking and pinpoint accuracy.

The midsole features a molded EVA sockliner with poron insert, which 
helps reduce stud pressure and provides contoured arch and heel 
support.

A full-length TPU outsole sports 6 interchangeable studs to give you 
customizable traction options on multiple firm and soft ground 
surfaces.

Lace up a goal-scorers ultimate weapon. Choose the T90 IV SG Pro 
from Nike.


